
EAST  COAST  TRAVEL PACKAGE Maritime Centre Vellamo

At the sources of bread. For the love 
of wood, curiosity about the Aalto 
architecture and industrial development.

A day trip starts at the Maritime Centre Vellamo’s 
Shifting to Wood -exhibition. The silhouette of 
the wood product industry is still an integral 
part of Kymenlaakso and its cityscape. After the 
exhibition we will during lunch admire the new wood 
architecture at the Event Centre Satama under the 
wooden roof at Restaurant Buugi.

The day trip continues to Jokipuisto Park in Karhula.
The river park is a unique example of how parks build 
Kotka’s image as the park capital of Finland. From 
Jokipuisto Park we continue to explore the industrial 
history of Kotka in Karhula.

Today, Karhula Industrial Park is a vibrant, efficient, 
and cohesive work centre. The tour ends with a 
cultural coffee and a treat in Karhula market square. 
A short distance from the market square is perhaps 
the most famous suburb in Kotka or even in Finland, 
called Sunila. 

Sunila is designed by the architectural couple Aalto, 
a so-called forest suburb. We will explore the area 
with a guide. The tour ends with a visit to the home 
of the Sunila factory manager in Kantola. In Kantola, 
built in 1937, we enjoy a three-course menu designed 
in honour of the Aalto architect couple, which is at 
the same time a guided tour of the world of flavours 
and architecture. The menu is part of the local 
flavours of the region.

Shifting to Wood and the industrial 
Aalto – for the information-seeking 
architecture enthusiasts

The package includes:

   Shifting to Wood -exhibition at the Maritime  

       Centre Vellamo

   Lunch at Restaurant Buugi in Event Centre   

       Satama

   Karhula Jokipuisto Park and history of the   

       wood industry in Kotka

   Coffee and a treat at the Karhula market   

       square

   Guided tour in Sunila

   Architectural menu in Sunila’s Kantola

Shifting to Wood -exhibition at the 
Maritime Centre Vellamo

Jokipuisto Park in Karhula

The history of the sawmills in Kotka

Sunila and Kantola



Sunila

Target groups:

   Large group trips

   Interests in architecture and history

   City traveller enthusiasts

Price example:

Best suited for groups of 10-25 people

Maritime Centre Vellamo 15€/person (guide 80€)
Guided city tour, from 110€/tour
Coffee and a treat about 5€/person
Lunch from 13€/person
Architectural menu from 42€ (minimum 10 people)

Jokipuisto  

Sunila

Project is funded by the European Union’s response to the covid-19 pandemic.


